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{hm = [exp Jlog logm] +m! 2m2
: m = 3, 4, ...} .

(As usual, [x] is the largest integer not exceeeling x.) Sprindzuk proves that for any
F(X, Y) E Q[X, Y], one can effectively compute n~o = mo(F) such that Qhm(F) ~
Q(F) for a11 m 2:: rno. See also {19, 5].

Yasumoto [21] obtained a general sufficient condition for an infinite set 11. C Z to
be universal Hilbert. He showed that this condition is satisfied for the sets {2mPm}
(where Pm is the m-th prime) and {2m (m3 + I)}, which are thereby universal Hilbert.

The sequences of Sprindzuk and Yasumoto grow exponentially, and, in particular,
they have asymptotic density 0. In this note we give a very simple (constructive)
proof of the fo11owing result.

A note on universal Hilbert sets

By Yuri Bilu at Bonn

1 Introduction

Let F(X, Y) E Q[X, Y] be a polynolnial with rational coefficients anel Q(F) its Galois
group over Q(X). For any h E Q denote by Qh(F) the Galois group of F(h, Y) over
Q. (By the Galois group 0/ a polynomial we Inean the Galois group of its splitting
field.) The classical [li/bert i1'reducibility theorC1n [7] states that for infinitely many
h E Z the group Qh(F) is isomorphie to Q(F) (see [6,10,16] for modern expositions).
In particular, if F(X, Y) is irreducible over Q then for infinitely many h E Z the
specialization F(h, Y) is an irreducible over Q polynomial in Y.

Gf course, the set of h E Z with this property depends on the polynomial F.
Gilmore anel Robinson [8] proved the existence of an infinite set 11. c Z with the

following property: for any F(X, Y) E Q[X, Y], the group Qh(F) is isomorphie to
Q(F) for a11 hut finitely many h E 11.. Such sets will be referrecl to as universal Hilbert
sets. (Gilmore and Robinson do not state this result explicitly, but it definitely follows
from their Theorem 2.1, see [6], eh. 14, Exercise 2.)

The argument of Gilmore anel Robinson was non-constructive. Sprindzuk [18]
obtained a very explicit construction of a universal Hilbert set. He proved that such
is the set

Theorem 1.1 There cxists a universal Hilbert set 11. C Z of aSYlnptotic density 1.

Reca11 that the asymptotic density of a set A C Z is

dA ~f lim IA n [-N, N]I
N-+oo 2N

provided that the limit exists. (We denote by ISI the cardinality of the finite set S.)
Yasumoto [21] introduced a weaker notion of f-l-irreducibility set, J1. being a positive

integer. An infinite set 11. C Z is a J-l-irreducibility set if for any irreducible polynomial
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F(X, Y) E Q[X, Y] with degx F(X, Y) :::; I" the polynomial F(h, Y) is irreducihle for
all hut finitely many h E H. For any I" he gave [22] an explicit construction of a

p-irreducihility set of polynomial growthj for instance, such is the set {m4d +m4d- 4 }

with d = (1"1)1.
Dur second result is an cxplicit universal Bilbert set with polynon1ial growth.

Theoren1 1.2 The set

{hm = [log log Iml] + m
3

: m = ±3, ±4, ...}

is universal Hilbert.

(1)
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2 Hilbert irreducibility theorem

For any polynomial F(x, y) E Q[X, Y] put

R(F) = {h E z: Yh(F) ~ Q(F)} . (2)

We say that ~1 C Z is a singular set of the first type if M = Mg = g(Z) n Z for
some polynomial 9(T) E Q(T) of degree at least 2.

We say that MeZ is a singular set of the second type if

M = M(K,91,92) = {91(7]) + 92(7]-1):7] is a unit in I{} n Z

where I{ is a number field and 91 , 92 E I{(T) are non-constant polynomials.
We use Hilbert irreducibility theorem in the following form.

Theorem 2.1 Tbe set R(F) is contained in a union ofa finite set M B.nd finitely many
singular sets, the corresponding polynomials 9 and triples (1(,91,92) being effectively
constructible in terms of F. The cardinality of the finite set M can be effectively
estimated in tenns of F.

(We do not claim that the set M can be effectively constructed.)
The prüof of this theorem is implicit in [16], eh. 9, especially Section 9.7 and

Exercise 2. We include some details für the sake of cOInpleteness.
We deal with pairs (C, x), where C is a projective curve defined anel irreduci ble

over Q (but may be reducible over Q), anel x E Q(C) is non-cünstant and satisfies
[Q(C) : Q(x)] ~ 2. Für such a pair put

M(c,x) = x (C(Q)) n z.
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Lemma 2.2 ([16], Section 9.2, Proposition 2) Tbe set R(F) is contained in a
union oE an effectively constructible finite set and finitely many sets oE the type M(c,x),

the corresponding pairs (C, x) being effectively cons tru ctible as well.

In view of this, Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3 Let (C, x) be as above.

(a) IE C is reducible over Q then the set M(c,x) is finite and can be effectively
determined.

Now suppose that C is irreducible over Q.

(b) IE g(C) 2:: 1 01' X has at leaBt three distinct poles then tbc set M(c,x) is finite and
its cardinality can be effectively estimated.

(c) IE g(C) = 0 and x has exactly two distinct poles, tben M(c,x) is contained in
the union oE finitely many singular sets oE the second type, the corresponding
triples (!(, 91,92) being effectively constructible.

(cl) IE g(C) = 0 and x bas exactly one pole, then M(c,x) is contained in a singular set
oE the first type, the corresponding polynomial 9 being effectively constructible.

Proof (a) As follows from the consideration of the Galois action, any rational point
on C should belong to its any absolutely irreduciblc component. Any two components
have finitely many intersections, which can be effectively found. Thus, even thc set
C(Q) is finite and can be effectively determined. This completes the proof.

(b) This is classical Siegel's theorem on integral points [17, 10, 13, 16J. In fact, Inore
information on the effectivity is available than it is stated. Namely, in the case g = 1
and in the case g = 0 and x has at least three poles the set M(c,x) can be effectively
determined [16], eh. 8, see also [1, 9, 15, 11, 2]. In the case g 2:: 2 the cardinality of
the set C(Q) can be effectively estimated [4], Section 6.6 and [3].

(c) Let PI and P2 be the two distinct poles of x and !( a number field such that both
PI and P2 are defined over !(. Then there exist t E K (C) such that (t) = PI - P2 •

We have x = 91 Cl) + ?h (t-1), where gl (T) and 92(T) are non-constant polynomials
with coefficients in !(. Let Po E C(Q) be such that x(Po) E Z. Both t and t-I are
integral over the ring Q[x]. Therefore there exist only finitely many possibilities for
the fractional ideal (t(Po)) of the field !(. In the other tenns, t(Po) is a unit of K
times a non-zero number from a finite effectively computable set. Therefore M(c,x) is
contained in the union of finitely many singular sets M(K,91 ,92)' where gl (T) = gl (aT)
and g2(T) = 92 (a-IT), with a from the finite set referred to in the prcvious phrase.

(cl) In this case there is t E Q(C) such that Q(C) = Q(t) and t has the sanle pole
as x. This t is integral over the ring Q(x]. Multiplying it by an appropriate integer,
we mayassume that it is integral over Z[x]. We have x = g(t), wherc g(T) E Q(T]
and degg = [Q(C): Q(x)] 2:: 2. If Po is as in the praof of (c), then to = t(Po) is an
integer and x(Po) = g(to). Therefore 11(c,x) C Mg. The proof is complete.
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(As one can easily see, the field !( in the proof of (c) can be assumed to be real
quadratic, and the polynomials gl and g2 of the same degree; we do not need this
additional information.)

As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 we have

Corollary 2.4 Given an irreducible polynomiaJ F(x, y) E Z[x, y], there exists an
effective constant c( F) such that for any N '2: 1 we have

IR(F) n [-N, Nli ~ c(F)VN. (3)

(See [16], Section 9.7 and Ch. 13 for more general results.)
The corollary will be sufficient for Theorem 1.1, but the proof of Theorem 1.2 will

requil'e the full stl'ength of Theorem 2.1.

3 Proof of Theorem 1.1

For any F(X, Y) E Q[X, Y] put

Fe(F) = {h E R(F): Ihl 2: N(F)} ,

where N(F) 2: 1 is to be defined later.
Further , Pllt

R = U Rf (F) , 1-l = Z \ R.
FeQ[X,Y]

Clearly,1i is a universal Hilbert set. We shall show that d1i = 1 undel' an appropriate
definition of N(F).

Let c( F) be the constant defined in Corollary 2.4. Fix a numbering F1 , F2 , .•• of
the polynomials F(X, Y) E Q[X, Y] and put

Nk = N(Fk ) = max (k, (c(F,J + ... + c(Fk )r)
(in fact, 4 can be replaced by 2 + € for any c > 0). Now fix N 2: 1. Then Nk ~ N <
Nk+1 for some k. We have

[-N, N] n R = [-N, N] n ( U Rf(Fi)) ~ [-N, N] n ( U R(Fi))
l$i$k l$i$k

Therefore

Thus, the asymptotic density of R is O. Therefore the asymptotic density of 1-l is 1.
The theorem is proved.

Remark 3.1 Note that the presented proof is construetive in the following sense. If
1-l = { ... < h_2 < h_ 1 < ho = 0 < h1 < h2 < ...}, then hm and h_m can be effectively
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computed for the given m (when the numbering Ft , F2 , ••• is fixed). Indeed, we
deduce from (4) that

2hm + 1 - h~4 ::; ~ n [-hm , hm]1 ::; hm + 1 + m.

Therefore hm - h;(4 ::; m, which immediately yields hm ::; 4rn. By induction, we lnay
suppose that hm - t is already found. Now hm is the minimal integer h in the interval
[hm - l + 1 , 4m] with the following property: for all polynomials Fk with Nk ::; h we
have h rJ. R(Fk ). This allows to find hm in finitely many steps, because N k 2:: k by
definition. Similarly one finds effectively h_m .

Moreover, as in Sprindzuk's case, for any F E Q[X, Y] we can find effectively such
mo = mo(F) that Qhm(F) = Q(F) when [mI ~ rno. Say, put r11,o(F) = [N(F)] + 1.
Then Iml ~ mo yields [hml ~ [mI > N(F), and hm t/. R(F) by the construction.

4 Proof of Theorem 1.2

Let !{ be a number field. Recall the definition of the heighl of an affine vector
a= (at: ... :an ) E !(n:

derII( )[Kv:Qv]HK(a) = max(l, [al[v , ... , lan[v) ,
v

the product being over all valuations of !(, normalized to extend standard valuations
ofQ.

The height of a polynomial is, by definition, the height of the vector of its coeffi
cients. For a rational number a = ~ with (p, q) = 1 we have HQ (0:) = max(lpl , Iq[).

Lemma 4.1 Let!( be a number neId, CJ = OK its ring of integers, g(T) E K(T) a
separable polynomial of degree v 2: 2 alld n 2: 3. Then any solution (u, t) E 0 X CJ
of the equation u n = g(t) satisfies

max (HK(u), !IK(t)) ::; exp (c(!<, n, v)HK(gt(nov)) .

Proof See Voutier [20] or Poulakis [12]. The proofs are heavily based on Baker's
theory of linear forms in the logarithms. Poulakis obtains the exponent c(n, v, d),
depending also on the degree d = [K: Q], but this would suffice for our purposes as
weIl.

u3 + [log log lu[] = g(t)
has finitely many solutions u, t E Z.

Proof For sufficiently large [ul the polynomial gu(T) = g(T)- [log log [ur] is separable
and

HQ(gu) ~ ct(g)loglog[u[.

Therefore, given a solution (u, t) E Z x Z with u sufficiently large, we have

Lenlma 4.2 Let g(T) E Q[T] be a polynomial of degree at least two. Then the
equation

( ( )
C2(9))lul = HQ(u) ::; exp log log lul ::; c(g,c)lu[e

for any c > O. This gives an upper bound for [ur. The proof is complete.
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(5)

Lemma 4.3 Let g(T) E C(T) and k a positive integer. Suppose tbat 9(0) -I O. Then
the poiynomiai g(T, z) = g(T) + zTk is separabie for ali but nniteiy many z E C.

Proof The discriminant D(Z) of g(T, Z) is a polynomial in Z and g(T, z) is separable
when D(z) f:. O. Thus, it suffices to prove that D(Z) :t o.

If D(Z) =0 then g(T, Z) is not separable over the field C(Z). In particular, it is
reducible over C(Z). By Gauss lemma, it is reducible over the ring C[Z]. We have
g(T)+ZTk = G1(T, Z)G2(T, Z), and one of GI and G2 is of degree 0 in Z. This means
that the polynomials g(T) and T k should have a common root, which contradicts to
g(O) f:. O. This completes the proof.

Lemma 4.4 Let [( be a number fieid, 0* = Oj( itB group of units and 91 , 92 E [«T)
non-constant poiynomiais. Then the equation

u3 + [log log lul] = gl(1]) + g2(1]-1)

bas finitely many soiutions in 11. E Z and 1] E (9•.

Proof Let ~, 1]1 , ... , 71r generate the group (9. and L = K (~, ~, ... , ~).
Put

gu(T) = Tde
g91 (91 (T) + 92(T) - [log log lu I]) .

By Lemma 4.3 the polynomial gu(T) is separable for sufficiently large lul. We have
deggu(T) = degg1 +degg2 ~ 2, and for sufficiently large lul

fIL(9u) ~ (log log lul)cd91'9~,K) .

For any 7] E O· one of the cubic fOOts ifii belongs to L. Therefore for any solution
(u,1]) E Z x O· of (5) we obtain a solution (w, t) E OL X (9L of the equation

w3 = gu(t) ,

( )
degg2

putting w = u ~ and t = 77.

By Lemma 4.1, for sufficiently large lul we have

(
1 ) (()C2(91,92,K»)max 1771, 111- 1 ~ lIL(1]) :::; exp log log lul

(Here I ... 1 is a fixed archi1nedean valuation of the field L.) Substituting this to (5),
we obtain an estimate lul ~ C(91' g2, [(, C)Iult: for any c > O. This completes the proof.

Theorem 1.2 is an immediate consequence of Lemma4.2, Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 2.1.

Remark 4.5 Of course, the set (1) is just an example. In fact, [log log Iml] can be

replaced by any other integral-valued function 'lj;(nt) such that 'lj;(1n)--+oo when m--+oo
and 'ljJ(m) « (log ImJ)t: for any c > O. Further, instead of Iml3 one can take Almln

with fixed integers A f:. 0 and n ~ 3. i\1oreover, in view of a result of Schinzel and
Tijdeman [14], one can construct a "two-parametric" universal Hilbert set

{7/;(7n) + m n
: m, n E Z, Iml ~ 2, n ~ 3}

where the integral-valued function 'lj;(m) can be written explicitly.
Also, as usual, the ring Z can be replaced by the ring of integers (or S-integers)

of an arbitrary number field.
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Remark 4.6 Unlike Sprindzuk, we can only claiITI the existence of mo(F) for any
polynomial F such that Qhm(F) = Q(F) for all m 2:: mo. We cannot find mo effec
tively, because we have no effective upper bound for the integers from the set M in
Theorem 2.1. This is also the case for Yasumoto sequences.
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